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Sentence 'Combininis An Incisive Tool for Proofrliring

Rebecca S. A rgall k

With the current cutbacks in higher education, teachers

of developmental EnglishcuA) nl et, the needs of their

students, but defend their course against opponents of remedi-

atian on the college level. One defense is to provide evidence
S

or success in preparing'students to enter into and survive in

the mainstream within a semester or two. To serve-these

purposes, the developmental' teacher must learn to deal effec-

tively with what Mina Shaughnessy calls the "chao's of errorftl

that characterizes developmental writipgrk

How bet to approach errors' in developmental writing is

a fuzzy issue. Traditional approaches rules, exercises,

drills, tests, etc. --are often demoralizing to the student

whose.test grades show relatively little learning taking place

and whose papers, even when improved; continue to demand heavy

marking o4.varied and seemingly unrelated errors.

Vie worth'of s(ntence combining as a means of approaching
, .

these problems has been questionable. Suggesting that the

usefulness of sentence combining varies according to the

0\ /
ability of the student, Hake and Williams conclude that ,

r\
,

; sentence combining should be taught "Only when
.

a student'
)
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is ready ,for it, only when he is already a competent writer,`

or ready to become one.
.2 'A,number of studies suppott the

same conclusion, bqt other evidence suggests that sentence

combining not only benefits studVnts of lower ability, but',

as Janet Moss, determines,'"wi4 effect greater change in

writing [for them], at least as far cou.lexity of 'sentence

structure is concerned,"3. than it wil for the competent

t

student.

Though achieving syntactic> maturity is"desirable, a more

vital issue for the developmental writer is incidence of errors.

Whi4e there exists some evidence of a decline'in conventional

errors for the competent student' as' a resylt of entente

combining, it, is generally thought that even this competent
, ,

student is 1j.kely to increase' errors as he increases the length

of the T-unit .0terek, Perceptual, p. 1074) - What these stud,4s

portend for the developmental writer speins obvious. Nonethe-,

lees, E. H. Schuster reports that, "a group of_low-abiAly

istudentgj who ,participated in a sentence - combining program

impr"oved [not. only) the-quality and Angth of their composi-
A 1 -

tions, [brit], in many cases, their handwriting, mechanical

skills, and'giammar ad well"'(ierek, Perceptual, 'p. 1079).'

, As a way of decrepsing errors, sentence combining offers\ A

a-nuiber of advantages for developmental eFudents,.0t have

,

p.o9r attitudes toward their ability to perform academically.

ti.
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Not the leaStPof these advantages is the detachment of writer
,.

fro `content. Comments regarding errors, accuracy, or appro-
.

priateness Of expressionwhether by the instructor or peers--

can remain objective rather than become, or be misunderstood

as, an attack on-what the - student has to say(: In addition,

when, freed from the ressui'e of having to create content;

students can give full atte ntion to sentence structure,

grammar, and mechanic's and perhaps be,- taught to detect

deviations from andard usage and syntaCtic boundaries.

An awareness of such errors is more 5.610ot-tent to the

developmental student than increased length of T-units or
r

syqactic maturity. In fact, placement essays mritten by law
V.`

4

ekperimental group corroborated Hake and Williams' conclusion'

that incompetent writers alrlady write longer T-units than

competent ones (re, p. 136). One paper, for example, was
.

composed of,aO.ngle T-unit consisting of an unwieldy 49 words

strung together by 8 coordinating conjunctions, a reminder of
1 A

Kellogg Hunt's statement ,that "if sentence length'- is assumed

to be the index of language maturity, 'then the child who .4

under - punctuates the toSt or uses And the most will, regrettably,

.be credited, with the greatest language.maturj.ty.
.4'

k

Along-with T -units of amplellength,these placement essays

contained evidence that evenffie developmental student commands

. at' least a subconscious knowledge of mature syntax.. Not unlike
e .

I
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.other placement papers, one Writer's essay, which consisted

of only 11 Tr.units, contained 3 subordinate .clauses, .1 relative

clause, ?partio.ipial phrasest 2 infinitive phrases, and 2

coordinated units,within Main 4auseS. With this evidence

in mind as I began my sentence combinihg' program, my goal

was not to increase sentepce length or maturity, bUt rather,
,

as Kerek, Daiker, and Morenberg suggest, to teach students

to "discoer and use y. .

that 'most are unaware of

. the complex linguistic knowledge

holding in their he ds,

particularly, to teach them to use it with a greatly reduced

incidence of the structural errors that are commonito rdevel-

opmental writers, especially garbling errors land ,errors

resulting from failure to recognize and punctuate sentence

boundagies.- With these common, but serio.us, errors dimin-

ished, I could then concentrate the remainder of thf semester
, d

pn the patterns ,of errors characteristic of individual-stu-
,

dents and, optimistically, on style and content.
4

The experimental group began with 23 students, 4 of whom

had to be dropped because they stopped attending or failed to

)

complete the testing requirements. The remaining 19 students

Were given.5 weeks of concentrated sentence combining study,

with no other instruction or writing practice. Recognizing
o

the inability (4' developmental stitdents to move through

material with the 4idity or depth of mainstreamed writers,

4
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I ignored some of the more complex structures, such as the

absolute phrase, and limited sentence combining activities
).

to structures used, though often incorrectly, in the students'

placement essays: coordination of tlements within T-units;

coordination of T-units,.; the compounding of T- 'units by the

,conjunctile adverb and semicolon; subordinate and relative

clauses.; and appositive, verbal, and prepositional phrases.

l9ofeming that punctuati6rT'ehould be viewed functionally.,

rather than mechanicilly,'I tegrated At into my teaching

of each structure. I alpo i isted that students learn the

terminology associated with a particular structure and

faMiliar!i0 themalves with lipts .of words, such coordi-

nat conjunVions, subordinating conjunctions* relatfive

pronouns, etc.; that might later become keys to more accurate

I

r

proofreading. 4

T be able-to test results, I-devised a series of exec-
,

cises to'be completed by thee students during theflrat week

of classet. Two oethese were paragraphs composed bythe

students and t wo others were prepared exercises one a par4-
r

graph snd the other a series ¢f sentences which the student

proofread and correctpdA Placing no marks of any kind on the
/

papers,'; evaluated theim according to four main categories:

garbled constructions; sentence boundary 'errors; cgmma errors;

and semicolon errors.

ti
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'initial exercises,
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the sentence combining sessions, these .

which remained unmarkedo were returned

the students withno instructions except 10 proofread alid

revise, keeping in mind the technique's thei had studied As*

with the initial exercises, the .proofreading and-revising were

don', as.in-class assignmen'ts, withoUt help or suggestions from

the instructor. orplassmates. Along with these revisions, the.
students wrote a paragraph, which followed exactly, except for

tOpic, the directions for one of the two- earlier writing.

assignmentb.

The results o the proofreading exercises were generally

positive. 'Though I had placed no marks on their papers, giyen

them no direction as to' number or types ef-prbblems, students

made notable improvebents in most-areap (Table 1). Most,
.

notabletwas the decline of garbled sentences from the

pre=test to 0 in the post-test, a 100% grease. Though comma

splices showed only a 21% dearease, from 29 to 23 errors,. the

frgment,'whieh had appeared 36 times in the pre-testo decreased

to 25 occurrences, or by 31%, and the fused sentence, decreasing'

4;from 15 to - occurrences, showed an impredsive 67% declind..

Total improvement in sentence boundary errors was 34%1-as

students reduced errors from 80'in the pre-test to 53 in the

poSt-test, a reduction made pore impressive by the tact.

that of the 19 students studied, 8, or 42%, were repeating .

.

1 6



developmental'English, and a ninth.student had previously
<

failed the mainstream freshman course.* Moreover, the post-
_

test had been conductted after only five weeks of sentence

combining rathei than after an entire semester.

Punctuation studies did not- yield such positive results.

Comma errors,. which decreased from 241 to 207 or 14%, remained

abundant, though instead of an indiscriminate scattering of the

comma throughout the paper, many of the comma errorsA.n the

pOst-test seemed.to result from poor decision-making in

placing commas 'with structures,we had studied. Students

actually increased their, incidence of semicolon errors by a

disappointing 76%, from 4 to 17 occurrences, confirming Mina

Shaughnessy's conclusion that the semicolon becomes an "epidemic"

when fi t introduced (Shaughnessy, p. 23Y and sugkesting that

developmental students, may not be ready f4semicolon study.

Except for the semicolon and possibly the comma, students

had indeed improved their ability to proofread as a result of

this five weeks of sentence combining, but another matter was',
ea

yet p be, decided. To determine whether this proofreading

ability had carried over to their. writing, I compared the first
. I

pre-test writing safhple to the paragraph written at the time of

the pOst-test (.Table 2), In this comparison, the overall

reduction in sentence bounddry errors, from 32 to 29, s

3e%, close to the 34% _of the other udy. Again the ast
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advarice camein the case of the c8-tma splice, which.showed a ."
reduction from 17 to 13 errors, or 24A. The fused sentence-

was reduced from 7 to 4 errors, qr 43%, and. tie fragment from

8 to 34errors, or 63%. Appearing 6 times in the pre-test

sample, garbled sentences disappeared entirely'inathe pod(-

t. ReduCtion of comma errors was moiT significant;this

ti e, with a decrease from 87 to 46 erroreol or 47%. Though

insignificant after e earlier figures, the incidence of

semicolon errors wasfreduced from 2 to 0.-

. While students varied .fin the degree of improvement, it

is worthwhile to note the sortspof changes that took place

by referring to the results for one 'student, who was about

.average in capability for the group. The pre-test writing

sample contained 21 errors in 6 main categories: 3 garbled

sentences, 1 fragment, 5 verb errors,

4 spellipg errors, and 3 comma errors.

5 wrong forms of%words,

The same paper edited

at post-test time retained only 1 spellifig error, 2 comma

errors, and 1 Oemicolon, error. The post-test writing sample

containedJ5 verb errors, 2 wrong forms of words, and 2 comma'

errors. Though verb errors' remained high, the student had

clearly reduced both the. variety and the number of errors.

Especially.notable.was the absence in both post-test results

of any sentence boundary or garbling errors.
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This student Y illustrates the validity of the pro rat for,

developmental.writers.

a' sense of .pattern of

(Shaughnessy, p. 5).

The previous "chaos" had givai way to
g t

the sort Mina Shaughnessy' speaks Of

With the individual student's errors

made more accessible by this, sense of pattern,* the random

and illogical approach that so often characterizes the marking

of developmental papers wp.s eliminated,'and both the 'students

and I began to react more positive ry to their writing..

In addition, we shared .common vocabulary so that iten

errors did occur, .we could discuss-them with greater,pase.

For students whose writing had impr9ved the mostand some

students showed significantly_greatevimproveMent than'.

othersthe shared vocabulary lechme a means for discussing

style, coherence,,and sentence variety in their papers."

Students used thisinew terminology, too, when, discussing

sentence combining exeiscises and writing assignments in class,

to point out erro judge the appropriateness and effective-

.Hess of sentences, and make mature suggestions for revising.

Sentence combining had made their errors more accesiblelto

themas'well as to me.
.

While error-colinting may not determine syntacticmaturity,.

my study
4

nonetheless points to the usefulness of sentence

combining for another purposes asan incisive tool for proof-

reading by the developmental writer. But for most studerits,,

10

,gt
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the program resulted in tmproved writing- quality as well.

This,improVehent is confirmed by a comphrison of one

student's pre-test writing sample, with the post-test
/.

revision ofit. Though the' word count' varies by only one

word (from 62 words in the pre-test to 0
ro.

in the poStrtest),

the average length of T-units moves from 12.4 to 21 Words,
\

and there is .d,noticeable difference in style and organization.-
a

Through sentence combining this student came to realize- that

'revision need' not'be.just a correction of errors, tut that

it'feari,,ble a reconsideration of the entire direction of the

pape±. Ind the pre -test sapple the. student writes,

I like to spend my saturdayslying around, the holige.
.

Saturday tome is a day of rest and relaxation.

AbfeW.Saturday a monthAI likg to spend doing things that

make me feel' good.
)

One thing, that make me feel good is, during the surdmpr,

riding my motorcyclet in the country.

'I like'sleepiig late and watching TV on Saturday.

Revised, the paragraph reads,

In the winter I like to spend my saturdays lying around

the house and watchiAg television, but in the summer' I

4

..

4
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like to spendalfiy.sa turdays doing something that makes
`10's

me feel goad. -01.10:er the things that make me feel good.
. - 1

is riaing:my motorcycle-ih Ihb country where-the air is'
,..

, .., . ;,,,

fresh and I pall justrelaxb and take it easy. ..

,

, Argall --if
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N

None of these students have reaChecrkhe point in their
. 5

, ,.
.writing at whirs they earl "just refax and ;take, it easy," but

-.they are beginning to do somethinkthat makes them and me' 't

.. -

"fel good."

'4

00 0
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Table 1. Error ) 1eduction in Prof4pading ,Exercides

1
. d

- - , -1
.. Percentage 4 4

.'Types of:Errori. Pre-Test Post-Test j" Improvement
-. 4,

... ,.

Arga.11-12

,

/

Sentence Boundary' 80 53 '30 .
)

'rragFent 36 5' .25 31%
.

tPuded*Senence 15 5 67% *

-"Comma Splice -29 23 21%.

Garbled Sentence 6 0

Comma 207 14%

Semicolon 4 17 76% Increase
in Errors

Table 2. Error. Reduction in Writing Samples

Q--.
, Percentage

,Ilype0 of Errors Pre-Test - Post -Test _Improvement
.._,.

.
.

Soitence Boundary. 32 e 20 38% (-

aragment. 8 3 63%
AL
.... i

* A

Fused, Sentence .- 7 4 43%

Comma splice 17 13 'A-%

Garbled Sentence 6 0 100%
.

Comma 87 46 47%

Semicolon 2 0 100%

a

f:
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